with a representing measure with values in s rather than in s using fairly elementary arguments. Since iV = gs(H) is neither reflexive nor devoid of subspaees isomorphic to Co, one might think at first sight this is incorrect. However, whereas in the usual approach it is assumed that the real-valued set function zm(.)x is countably additive for x e X and every z e :g*, we require that it be countably additive only for x e X and z e Z = ~(H), where Z = v~(H) is a predual of Y = g~(H), and hence can represent all linear bounded maps Z: Co(S, X) -+ Y by measures with values in .L (X, Y) . In other words, by assuming that the measures m: B --> g~(H) are countably additive in the weak* topology rather than the weak topology (these are equivalent only when m has bounded variation), it is possible to represent every bounded linear map L: Co(fi) --> s and not just the weakly compact maps. This approach is generally applicable whenever IZ is a dual space, and in fact yields the usual results by imbedding I z in ]z**; moreover it clearly shows the relationships between various boundedness conditions on the representing measures and the corresponding spaces of linear maps. But first we must define what is meant by integration with respect to operator-valued measures. We shall always take the underlying field of scalars to be the reals, Mthough the results extend immediately to the complex ease. 
~(E) = sup ~=lm(E~)x~_
where the supremum is taken over all finite collections of disjoint sets El, ..., E, belonging to 53 (3 E and xl, ..., x~, belonging to X~. By 53 ~ E we mean the sub-aalgebra {E'e 53: E'c E} = {E'n E: E e 53} and by X~ we denote the closed unit 
Im(ED[ = sup ~ m(B,)~, = snp I~ ~(E,)z,I <~(E).

Taking the supremum over all disjoint E~e 35 n E yields [m](E)<~(E).
[] [m [(E) for every x e X, y* e Y*, E e 35. We now define integration with respect to additive set functions m: :~ -+ L(X, Y). Let X, Z be ~anach spaces. We shall be mainly concerned with a special class of L(X, Z*)-valued measures which we now define. Let 3{~(55, L(X,Z*)) be the space of all m efa (53, L(X, Z*)) such that <z, m(.)x) ~ r eabv (53) for every x e X, z e Z. Note that such measures m e ~L(53, L(X, Z*)) need not be eountably additive for the weak operator (equivalently, the strong operator) topology on Z(X, Z*), since z**m(.)x need no* belong to ca (53) for every x e X, z**eZ**.
The following theorem is very important in relating various coun*able additivity and regularity conditions. THEOI~EN 3.1. -Le* S be a locally compac* Hausdorff space with Borel sets 53.
Let X, Y be normed spaces, Zx a norming subset of ~*, m era (53, L(X, 2-) 
Hence, taking the supremum over all disjoint {Bj} c At, we have Iml U At < L~[ such that (3.8) (33) we may apply Theorem (with I ~ = R) to get [zm I ~ reabv (33) and zm e reabv (33, X*).
[] The following theorem provides an integral representation of Co(S, X ~,Z)*. 
I~g ----fm(ds)g(s) , g ~ Co(S)
(3.12) (3.13) (3.14)
L~i =fm ( 
where the last inequality follows from (3.4) applied to z~m efa (5~, X*). By Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 we now have z,~(t,) < I~l(supp i,) = 1~1 U snpp l~ < l~'~l(S).
Tuking the supremum over ]z,]<l yields i [L~l,[<lml(S) , and over {/,} yields
HL~IIE < [~](s). ~=1
Now CO~OLLA~Y (DV~Fo~D-Sc~wA~z [1967] , III.19.5). -Let S be a locally compact itausdorff space and X, 12 Banach spaces. There is an isometric isomorphism bet- (8) In quantum mechanical measurement theory, it is nearly always the case that physical quantities have values in a locally compact itausdorff space S, e.g. a subset of/~% The integration theory may be extended to more general measurable spaces; but since for duality purposes we wish to interpret operator-valued measures on S as continuous linear maps, we shall always assume that the parameter space S is a locally compact space with the induced a-algebra of Borel sets, and that the operator-valued measure is regular. In particular, if 8 is second countable then S is countable at infinity (the one-point compactification S W {oo} has a countable neighborhood basis at co) and every complex Borel measure on S is regular; also 8 is a complete separable metric space, so that the Baire sets and ]~orel sets coincide.
Let H be a complex l:Iilbert space. A (self-adjoint) operator-valueg regular Betel measure on S is a map m: 55 -> ~,(H) such that <m(.)9[~o ) is a regular Borel measure on S for every g, ~o e H. In particular, since for a vector-valued measure countable additivity is equivalent to weak countable additivity [DS, IV.10.1], m(.)g is a (norm-) countably additive H-valued measure for every g e H; hence whenever {E~} is a countable collection of disjoint subsets in 55 then r r where the sum is canvergent in the strong operator topology. We denote by 3~,(55, B~(H)) the real linear space of all operator-valued regular Borel measures on S.
We define scalar semivariativn of m e 4G(55~ ~(H)) to be the norm 
m(E n ~) = m(E)m(F) , E, P ~ 55 (2).
(2) PROOF. -First, m(') is projection valued since by finite additivity
re(E) = m(E)m(S) = m(E)[m(E) + m(S~E)] = re(E) 2 + m(E)m(S~E) ,
and the last term is 0 since E n (S~E) = 0. Moreover we have by finite addltivity
m(E n ~)2 + qn(E n ~)m(iF~E) + m(E~E)m(E n E) 4-m(E~I~)m(F~E),
where the last three terms are 0 since they have pairwise disioint sets~
We now consider integration of real-valued functions with respect to operatorvalued measures. Basically, we identify the regular Borel operator-valued meas- 
fg~(s)m(ds).fg2(s)m(ds) =fg~(s)g2(s)m(ds) and ]fg~(s)m(ds)l = [g~]~ for every g~, g~e e M(S). Of course, the same is then true for g~, g~e Co(S)c M(S). Since Co(S) is complete, it follows that L is an isometric isomorphism of Co(S) onto a closed subalgebra of s Now assume Chat Z is an algebra homomorphism and L(1) ----I. Clearly re(S) = = L(:I) = I. Since Z(g ~) = Z(g)*>0 for every g e Co(S), Z and hence m are positive. Let
MI= {gE M(S): fg(s)m(ds).fh(s)m(ds)=fg(s)h(s)m(ds)for every he C0(S)}. Then M1 contains Co(S). :~Tow if g.e M(S)
is
M2= {he M(S): fg(s)m(ds).fh(s)m(as)=fg(s)h(s)m(ds)for every ge M(S)}.
Then M2 contains Co(S) and must therefore equal all of M(S).
It is now immediate that whenever E, F are disjoint sets in ~ then
m(E)m(~) = f ] ~dm. f l~dm = f ]~n~(s)m(ds) = o .
Thus m is a resolution of the identity. 
-Integration of ~(H)-valued functions.
We now consider s as a subspaee of the <~ operations ~> s T(H)), that is, bounded linear maps from T(H) into ~(H). This is possible because if A e ~(H)
and B e s then AB and BA belong to ~(H) and (5.1)
I-A.Bltr < IALIBI
IBAIt~< IXLIBI tr (AB) = tr (BA) .
Then every B e s defines a bounded linear function L~: x(H) -> w(H) by
L,(X) : AB , A e 7:(H)
with IBI = 12~[. In particular, A ~tr AB defines a continuous (complex-) linear functional on A e ~(H), and in fact every linear functional in ~(H)* is of this form for some B e g(H). We note that if A and B are selfadjoint then tr AB is real (although it is not necessarily true that AB is self-adjoint unless AB = BA). Thus, it is possible to identify the space ~(H)* of real-linear continuous functionMs on ~8(//) with gs(H), again under the pairing <A, B> -~ tr AB, A e Ts(H), B e ~(H). For our purposes we shall be especially interested in this latter duality between the spaces ~(H) and g~(H), which we shall use later to formulate a dual problem for the quantum estimation situation, l=[owever, we will also need to consider g~(H) as a subspace of g Unfortunately, it is not the case that an arbitrary POS~ m has finite total variation.
(~(H), ~(H)) so that we may integrate ~(H)-valned functions on S with respect to s operator measures to get an element of T(H). Suppose m e dt~(~, ~,(H)) is an operator-valued regular
Since we wish to consider general quantum measurement processes as represented by PO~'s m (in particular, resolutions of the identity), we can only assume that m has finite scalar semivariation ~(S)< + c~o. i~ence we must put stronger restrictions on the class of functions which we integrate.
We
may consider every m e ~(~(~, ~(H)) as an element of ~(~, E(r(H), ~(H))) in the obvious way: for E ~ ~3, @ ~ ~(H) we put
re(E)(@)-: @re(E).
Moreover, the scalar semivariation of m as an element of ~(~, Es(H)) is the same a,s the scalar semivariation of m as an element of d~g(53, E(~(H), z(H))), since the norm of B e s is the same as the norm of B as the map @ (TREvES [1967] , III.43.12)
~ @B in E(T(H), ~(H)). By the representation Theorem 3.2 we may uniquely identify m e~(:g, s c ~(~(:~, E(~(H), ~(H))) with a linear operator L e E(Co(S), Es(H)) c E(Co(S), E(T(H), ~(H))). ~qow it is well-known that for Banach spaces X, Y, Z we may identify
~(x ~= y, z)~_/3(x, ~; z) ~ c(x, ~(~, z) )
where X ~)= Y denotes the completion of the tensor product space X Q X for the projective tensor product norm 
The identification L~ ~+ B ~-~/~ is given by
L~(x~y) -~ B(x, y) ~-L~(x)y .
In our case we take X = M(S), 17--Z = ~(H) to identify (5.2) 
Since the map g ~fg(s)m(ds) is continuous from M(S) into ~,(H) c s ~(H)) for every m e Jt(,(~, ~(H)), we see that we may identify m with a continuous linear map ] ~f] dm for I e M(S) ~ ~(H). Clearly if ] e M(S) Q ~(H), that is if
](s) = i g~(s)ej
M(S)(D'~(H), so we may extend the definition of the integral to elements of the completion M(S)~:~T(H) by setting where ]he M(S)(~ z(H) and f~-+ ] in the I" I -'n~
In the section which follows we prove that the completions M 
(S)~z(H) and Co(S)~T(H) may be identified with subsp~ces of M(S, z(H)) and Co(S, z(H)) respectively, i.e. we can treat elements ] of M(S)~:~.~(H) as ~otally measurable functions ]: S --> T(H)
.
e M(S)~:~(H) and the map ] ~--+~/(s)m(ds) is bounded and linear from M(S)~:~(H) into ~(H). s
P~ooF. -From Theorem 6.1 of section 6 (see next section), we may identify 
M(S) ~:~(H), and hence Co(S)(~w(H), as a subspace of the totally measurable (that is, uniform limits of simple functions) functions ]: S -+ ~(H). The results then follow from Theorem 3.2 and the isometric isomorphism as in (5.2). We note that by a ~(~(H), w(H))-valned regular Borel measure we mean a map m: ~ -+ s v(H)) for which tr Cm(.)~ is ~ complex regular Borel measure for every ~ e ~(H), C ~ J~(tt), where in the application of Theorem 3.2 we have taken X ~ 7:(H), Z-~ J~(H), Z*--T(H).
~ ] e M(S)Q~T(H) satisfy ]~(s) --> -+](s) uniformly, it is not necessarily true that I]~]t~-+0 or that fL(s)m(ds)-~ s COItOLLAI~u 5.2. --M(S)~:~w(H) is a subspace of M(S, v(H)).
6. -A result in tensor product spaces. A second important topology on X@ Z is the e-topology, with norm
It is easy to see that l'It is a cross-norm, i. It is not known, in general, whether this map is one-to-one. In the ease that X, Z are ttilbert spaces we may identify X~Z with the nuclear or trace-class maps ~(X*, Z) and X@Z with the compact operators ~(X*, Z), and it is well known that the canonical map X6,Z X6oZ is one-to-one (cf.
[1967], m.3S.4).
We are interested in the case that X -~ Co(S) and Z = ~(H); we may then identify . Note that the adjoint is one-to-one, since the image of the canonical mapping is clearly dense. What we must show is that the imbedding of (X (~ T(H))*, the so-called integral mappings X -+ g(H)~ T(H)*, into g(X, g(H)) has weak * dense image. Of course, the set of linear continuous maps Lo: X--> ~(H) with finite X ^ dimensional image belongs to the integral mappings ( @~ w(H))*; we shall actually show that these finite-rank operators are weak* dense in s g(H)). We therefore need to prove that for every /e (X@nT (H (1, L --Lo) = ~ aj(z~, (L --Lo)xj) .
Co(S)@,~(H)
with
5=1
The lemma which follows proves the following fact: to every compact subset K of X and every 0-neighborhood V of g(H), there is a continuous linear map J5o: X -+ -+ g(H) with finite rank such that (E --Lo)(K) c V. Using the representation (6.1), we take K : {x~}~ 1 ~) {0} and V = {y~, y~,...
The lemma required for the above proof, which we give below, basically amounts to showing that Z*= g(H) satisfies the approximation property, that is for every PROO~. -Let P~ be projections in H with P,~I, where I is the identity operator on H (e.g. take any complete orthonormal basis {%., j e J} ~or H; let iV be the family of all finite subsets of J~ directed by set inclusion; and for n e N define P. to be the projection operator P~(?)~ ~ (~IF~'}% for ~ ell). Suppose L e ~(X, ~(H)). 
Introduction.
The integration theory developed in the previous sections is needed in studying the problem of Quantum Estimation Theory. We now develop estimation theory for quantum systems.
In the classical formulation of Bayesian estimation theory it is desired to estimate the unknown value of a random parameter s e S based on observation of a random variable whose probability distribution depends on the value s. The procedure for determining an estimated parameter value s, as a function of the experimental observation, represents a decision strategy; the problem is to find the optimal decision strategy.
In the quantum formulation of the estimation problem, each parameter s e S corresponds to a state Q(s) of the quantum system. The aim is to estimate the value of s by performing a measurement on the quantum system. However, the quantum situation precludes exhaustive measurements of the system. This contrasts with the classical situation, where it is possible in principle to measure all relevant variables determining the state of the system and to specify meaningful probability density functions for the resulting values. For the quantum estimation problem it is necessary to specify not only the best procedure for processing experimental data, bus also what to measure in the first place. Hence the quantum decision problem is to determine an optimal measurement procedure, or, in mathematical terms, to determine the optimal probability operator measure corresponding to a measurement procedure.
We now formulate the quantum estimation problem. Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space corresponding ~o the physical' variables of the system under consideration. Let S be a parameter space, with measurable sets 33. Each s e S specifies a state @(s) of the quantum system, i. The measurement process yields an estimate of the unknown parameter; for a given value s of the parameter and a given measurable set E e 33, the probability that the estimated value ~ lies in E is given by (7.1)
Finally, we assume that there is a cost function e(s, ~) which specifies the relative cost of an estimate ~ when the true value of the parameter is s. For a specified decision procedure corresponding to the POMm(.), the risk function is the conditional expected cost given the parameter value s, i.e. 
Rm(s) = tr [e(s) fc(s, t)m(dt) ] . S
If now # is a probability measure on (S, .~) which specifies a prior distribution for the parameter value s, the Bayes cost is the posterior expected cost (7.3)
R~ =fRm(s)#(ds) .
S
Zhe quantum estimation problem is to lind a P03~ m(.) for which the Bayes expected cost R~ is minimum.
A formal interchange of the order of integration yields 
(s)=re(t, s)~(t)#(dt).
Thus, formally at least, the problem is to minimize S the linear functional (7.4) over all POI~Ys m(.) on (S, ~). We shall apply duality theory for optimization problems to prove existence of a solution and to determine necessary and sufficient conditions for a decision strategy to be optimal, much as in the detection problem with a finite number of hypotheses (a special ease of the estimation problem where S is a finite set). Of course we must first rigorously define what is meant by an integral of the form (7.4); note that both the integrand and the measure are 0perator-valued. We must then show the equivalence of (7.3) and (7.4); this entails proving a Fubini-type theorem for operator-valued measures. Finally, we must identify un appropriate dual space for POMPs consistent with the linear functional (7.4) so that a dual problem can be formulated. Before proceeding, we summarize the results in an informal way to be made precise later. Essentially, we shall see that there is always an optimal solution, and that necessary and sufficient conditions for a POi~ m to be optimal are f](
s)m(ds)<f(t) for every t e S.
It then turns out that ff(s)m(ds) belongs to ~(H) (that is, selfadjoint) and the minimum Bayes posterior expected cost is
1~,~ = tr ff(s)m(ds) . S
A ~bini theorem for the Bayes posterior expected cost.
In the quantum estimation problem, a decision strategy corresponds to a probability operator measure m e Jt(~(~5, ~s(H)) with posterior expected cost Let (8, 55, #) PROOF. -Since t ~ C(t~.) E LI(S, ~ #; M(S))~ for each n there is a simple function C~eZ~(S, ~B,/t; M(S)) such that 
S) | %(H).
It only remains to show that (7.6) holds. Essentially this follows from the approximations we have already made with simple functions. ~7ow clearly so that (7.6) is satisfied for the simple approximations. We have already shown
and the L~S of (7.10) converges to jf(s)m(ds). We need only show that the RtIS of (7.10) converges to the I~ttS of (7.6). ]3ut applying the triangle inequality to (7. We are now prepared to precisely formulate the quantum estimation problem in the framework of duality theory of optimization and calculate the associated dual problem. Let S be a locally compact tIausdorff space with ]3orel sets :B. Let H be a t~ilbert space associated with the physical variables of the system under consideration. For each parameter value s e S let @(s) be a state or density operator for the quantum system, i.e. every @(s) is a nonnegative-definite selfadjoint traceclass operator on H with trace ! ; we assume @ e M(S, "~8(H)). We assume that there is a cost function C: S • S -+ R, where C(s, t) specifies the relative cost of an estimate t when the true parameter value is s. If the operator-valued measure m e ~(33, s corresponds to a given measurement and decision strategy, then the posterior expecetd cost is
Rm = tr f e(t) [ f e(t, s)m(ds) ]#( dt) , 8 S
where /t is a prior probability measure on (S, 33) . By Proposition 7.1 this is welldefined whenever the map t ~ C(t,.) belongs to El (S, 33,#; M(S) 
m) = f e(t) v(t, s) (as) .
S
The quantum estimation problem is to minimize (7.11) over all operator-valued measures m e Jt(~(~, s which are POM's, i.e. the constraints are that m(•)>0 for every E e :~ and re(S) -~ I.
We shall now assume that the reader is familiar with the duality theory of optimization in infinite-dimensional spaces as for example developed in [ROCKA-~ELLA~ (1973) We consider a family of perturbed problems defined by
Thus we are taking perturbations in the equality constraint, i.e. the problem/)(x) requires that every feasible m be nonnegative and satisfy re(S)~ x; of cours% /)o = P(I). Since F and G are convex, 2(.) is convex g{(H) -> R,
In order to construct the du~ ! problem corresponding to the family of perturbed problems P(x), we must calculate the conjngute functions of P and G denoted as F* and G*. We shull work in the norm topology of the constraint space s so that the dual problem is posed in s Clearly G* ~ 0. The adjoint of the operator Z is given by L,: s y y.m(S)).
To calculate F*(L*y), we have the following lemma. We show that P(.) is norm continuous at I, and hence there is no duality gap (Po----Do) and Do has solutions. Moreover we shall show that the optimal solutions for Do will always have 0 singular part, i.e., will be in %(H). 
(ds)/(s) for every / e Co(S) ~ v~(H) .
But the latter is true since tr AB = tr BA for every A
E ~(H), B e ~s(H) and hence it is true for every ] e Co(S)Q v~(H). []
